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Abstract In this paper we present a framework for semantic annotation of soccer
videos that exploits an ontology model referred to as Dynamic Pictorially Enriched
Ontology, where the ontology, defined using OWL, includes both schema and data.
Visual instances are used as matching references for the visual descriptors of the
entities to be annotated. Three mechanisms are included to support effective anno-
tation: visual instance clustering—to cluster instances of similar patterns, prototype
selection—to select one or more visual representatives of each cluster, dynamic
cluster updating—to update clusters and prototypes whenever new knowledge is
presented to the ontology. Experimental results show the capability of performing
semantic annotation of entities that exhibit a variety of complex changes in visual
appearance or of events that show complex motion patterns in the same shot. SWRL
rules are used to perform rule-based reasoning over both concepts and concept
instances, to improve the quality of the annotation.
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1 Introduction

Automatic annotation of video content at the semantic level has received a significant
attention from the research community in the recent years [24, 41], to face the
growing request for search and retrieval by content of interesting elements resulting
from the explosive growth of video production. Some of the fields of application
where there is the greatest impact on industry are surveillance, news and sport videos.
In particular, considering soccer videos, it can be observed that in the last years TV
coverage of soccer events has achieved an enormous level of worldwide popularity.
Just as an example, the television coverage of the 2006 FIFA World Cup was aired
in a total of 43,600 broadcasts across 214 countries and territories, generating a total
coverage of 73,072 hours [17]; this is an increase of 76% on the 2002 event and a
148% increase on 1998. Broadcasters commonly produce annotations of relevant
events that occur in these videos to assembly video summaries of events for their
sport programmes, or to provide the sequences of only certain actions for mobile
video services. These annotations are also used for the creation of the broadcasters’
archives (the so called posterity logging), an operation that is required for proper
asset management. Therefore there are strong motivations for the development of
tools and systems that automatically detect and recognize the most relevant events
(commonly defined as highlights) and entities (e.g. players).

Generally speaking, image analysis and pattern recognition has been used to
provide the capability to extract low-intermediate level features and perform their
classification to ease indexing of video archives. However, indexing based on such
features often does not meet the user’s information needs due to the semantic
gap between the information that can be extracted from the visual data, and its
interpretation by a user in a given context. Recently, ontologies complemented with
image analysis and pattern recognition have been regarded as the appropriate tool
to solve the semantic gap and effectively support semantic annotation and retrieval
of multimedia content. Ontologies have been originally developed with the aim
of providing a common vocabulary that encodes levels of semantics to overcome
semantic heterogeneity for information, expressed in a language that supports
reasoning. An ontology can be divided into two parts. One part is schema, which
refers to a structured set of linguistic terms expliciting concepts, concept properties
and relations, and their associated definitions so as to provide a formal description of
something. The other part is data and consists of instances of concepts or individuals.
Generic ontologies are essentially definitions of concepts in general, such as DOLCE
[30] and Upper Cyc Ontology [25] or vocabularies in a wider sense like WordNet [16]
and the Large-Scale Concept Ontology for Multimedia (LSCOM) [32] commonly
used within the TRECVID benchmark [39]. Instead, domain ontologies provide a
description of some specific application domain, such as the Dublin Core ontology
[13] for multimedia digital libraries, ontologies for paintings [27] and soccer [11, 43],
and many others.

In the last years different approaches have been proposed for the use of ontologies
for video annotation. Many researchers have built integrated systems where the
ontology provides the conceptual view of the domain at the schema level, and
appropriate classifiers are used to classify entity or event in the nearest concept of
the ontology. Once the observations are classified, the ontology is exploited to have
a richer semantic annotation, establishing links to other concepts and disambiguating
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the results of classification [20, 21, 37, 42, 46, 47, 54]. Other researchers have
directly included in the ontology concept instances, so as to incorporate some explicit
parametric representation of the visual knowledge [8, 10, 12, 38]. In the attempt of
having richer annotations, other authors have explored the usage of reasoning over
multimedia ontologies. In this case spatio-temporal relationships between concept
occurrences are analyzed so as to distinguish between scenes and events and provide
more fitting and complete descriptions [5, 15, 18, 33, 34]. Most of these experiences
have nevertheless covered only simple cases, where the event can be asserted from
a few consecutive keyframes with static entities. Typically, all these solutions do not
apply successfully when entities exhibit a variety of complex changes in shape and
visual appearance or events show complex motion patterns in the same shot such as
happens in sports videos. An example of this case is the attack action event in soccer.
Typically it develops on several shots and, for each shot, the action could be displayed
in a variety of modes, due to the many possible combinations of the motion pattern
of the player, the playground zone in which the action occurs, the number of players
involved.

In this paper, we present an ontology-based system for semantic annotation of
soccer videos that attempts to solve the above referred problems. In our case, the
ontology follows the principles of the Dynamic Pictorially Enriched Ontology model
[8] with new additions and improvements. Visual instances are part of the ontology:
they provide a matching reference for the visual descriptors of the observed entities,
and permit reasoning on instance values as well. Three mechanisms are included
in the ontology to support the effective annotation of entities with large intra-shot
changes: visual instance clustering, prototype selection, and dynamic cluster updating.
The first two mechanisms are used to associate to each concept of the ontology a
number of visual instances, each of which is the representative of a cluster of similar
patterns in which the concept can manifest itself; the third mechanism is used to
update such clusters (and their representatives) with the new observations that are
presented to the ontology for their annotation. External classifiers are used to assess
most of the concepts that refer to entities with little changes in their appearance,
such as playground, playground line, playground zones, etc. Descriptor matching
with the visual prototypes of the ontology is used instead to assess entities and events
with large changes, such as player faces, advertising billboards, soccer highlights, etc.
Since both concepts and concept instances in the ontology are defined using the Web
Ontology Language (OWL), the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) has been
used to effectively perform reasoning over both concepts and concept instances, so
as to disambiguate the results of the classification or derive new semantic annotations
of parts of the clips.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the
related works on automatic annotation and retrieval of sports videos. The ontology
model, the mechanism for visual instance clustering, prototype selection, cluster
updating and spatial/temporal reasoning are discussed in Section 3. In Section 4 we
discuss in some detail the feature detectors and classifiers used to create instances of
the main concepts of the ontology. In Section 5 we describe in detail the rule-based
reasoning used to refine classification or to derive richer semantic annotation. In
Section 6 we present experimental results and comment on performance improve-
ments obtained by exploiting visual prototype updating and spatial/temporal reason-
ing over instances. Conclusions and future research are expounded in Section 7.
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2 Related works

Most of the existing works addressing semantic annotation of sports videos have been
devoted to parse the video stream in order to detect various entities and events
typical of the sport under consideration (like players or shots on goal in soccer
videos). Usually, knowledge of the sport domain and of the typical broadcasting
production rules are exploited to achieve the detection of a number of domain-
specific events. Comprehensive reviews can be found in [24, 53]. Related works on
soccer video annotation can be grouped in shot classification, entities recognition
(e.g. players and objects, such as billboards), events and highlights recognition.

Shot classification in play/break events has been proposed by Xu et al. [50]. Their
method is composed by two steps; in the first step they classify each sample frame into
global, zoom-in and close-up views using an unique domain-specific feature, grass-
area-ratio. Then heuristic rules are used in processing the sequence of views, and
obtain play/break status of the game. In [51] a statistical framework that uses Hidden
Markov Models (HMMs) for the recognition of replay in soccer videos is proposed.
The method uses a two step process, were shots are initially classified in three types
of view and replay, followed by a refinement of replay shots. Xie et al. in [48] improve
their previous work [50] including an HMM to perform automatically play/break
segmentation. They use a set of features extracted from the compressed domain, such
as dominant color ratio and motion intensity. Recently Mei and Hua [31] proposed
a mosaic-based framework in which structure and events can be detected. A mosaic
is generated for each shot and shots are hierarchically classified in global view and
close-up view; global view shots are then analyzed because of the assumption that
“most of the events in sports video happen in global view shots”.

Object detection and tracking, to describe events of a soccer game, has been
proposed by Utsumi et al. [44]. The proposed method uses color rarity and local edge
properties to detect various in-field and out-of-field objects, and heuristic rules are
used to classify players in order to track them. Players recognition, based on the use
of the jersey’s numbers, has been proposed in [52]; each image is segmented in color
homogeneous regions, and Zernike moments are extracted from pipe-like regions
to recognize numbers. In [28] long-range views are recognized using a decision tree
algorithm, dominant color and geometric features; players are then detected using
a Viola & Jones detector. Players and referee are clustered using the color of the
jerseys and a Markov chain Monte Carlo process is used to track the players. Watve
et al. [45] proposed a system for the detection and recognition of billboards in soccer
videos. An initial shot classification in long-range and close-up shots is performed
to adapt, accordingly to the view, set of predefined thresholds used to detect the
billboards. Frames are processed to select candidate regions based on vicinity with
the playground and presence of hue and gray-level edges; billboard models are
described using color and texture features.

The approaches for event and highlight recognition deal with the problem of
detecting and recognizing the salient events of a match. Classification of three placed
kick highlights (free, corner and penalty kick) using HMMs has been proposed
in [1]. A three states left-to-right model for each highlight is used, based on the
consideration that the states correspond well to the evolution of the highlights in
term of characteristic content. The features used are the view type (very long shot,
long shot and medium shot view), camera pan and tilt (quantised in 5 and 2 levels).
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Leonardi and Migliorati [26] have used MPEG motion vectors, playground shape
and players position with HMMs to detect soccer highlights. In [29] frames and
clips are classified in a set of views (close-up, playground center and goal areas,
medium views) using Bayesian Networks. Then, in order to identify shot on goals
the proposed system groups the clips that are preceding and following the clips
classified as showing the goal areas. If a certain pattern of clip views and values of
the feature that corresponds to the position of the field end line is found, then a shot
on goal is determined to be present. In [2] Finite State Machines (FSMs) have been
employed to detect the principal soccer highlights, such as shot on goal, placed kick,
forward launch and turnover, from a few visual cues, such as playground position,
speed and camera direction, etc. In [14], Ekin et al. performed generic highlight
detection in soccer video using both shot sequence analysis and shot visual cues.
In particular, they assume that the presence of highlights can be inferred from the
occurrence of one or several slow motion shots and from the presence of shots where
the referee and/or the goal box is framed. The use of FSMs to model highlights
and events has been proposed also in [6]; scored goal, foul and generic play scenes
have been modeled using four types of views (e.g. in-field, slow motion, etc.) for
the states of the FSMs and transitions are determined by some audio-visual events
such as the appearance of a caption or the whistle of the referee. Experiments
have been performed using a set of manually annotated views and audio-visual
events.

In [22] Dynamic Bayesian Networks are used to model the contextual information
provided by the timeline. It is argued that HMMs are not expressive enough when
using a signal that has both temporal and spatial information; moreover, DBNs
allow a set of random variables instead of only one hidden state node at each time
instance. In this work five events are defined: shoots, corner kick, free kick, play
and break. Events are modeled considering five types of primitive scenes: close-
up, medium view, playground center, playground three-quarter, playground goal
area. The percentage of playground area in the frame, the size of players, the
presence of midfield lines and end lines are used as observable features. Sadlier
and O’Connor proposed [35] a method for event detection in field sports such
as soccer, hockey and rugby. The proposed system classifies shots as eventful and
noneventful. Shots are filtered considering a simple rule that checks the presence
of close-up shots within a short time after the end of the shot. The classification
of shots is performed using a SVM; each shot is represented using a feature vector
composed by five values, one for each audio/visual feature used. Snoek et al. [40]
performed annotation of sport highlights using statistics derived from a face detector,
superimposed captions, teletext and excited speech recognition; temporal relations
between the detected concepts are modelled using Allen’s logic. They compared
three classification techniques and showed that, if the semantic gap between the
features used and the concept that is searched is narrow, even the weakest classifier
performs well with this approach. Finally, in [49] Xu et al. present a framework
for semantic annotation and personalized retrieval of sports video that extend the
traditional audio/video approach including a web-casting text analysis. This approach
is based on the analysis and alignment of web-casting text with broadcast videos, in
particular soccer and basketball, and it provides a personalized retrieval scheme to
support both general and specific queries according to user’s preference related to
particular game, team or player.
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3 Video annotation framework

In our framework we implement an ontology schema to describe the soccer video
domain; Table 1 reports the most important concepts and hierarchical relations
described in our ontology. These concepts can be classified in concrete and abstract.
Concrete concepts represent entities and events that have some manifestation in the
reality (e.g. players, shot on goal, etc.), while abstract concepts represent more im-
material elements, like game or result. We extend the traditional linguistic ontology
model with visual information, following the Dynamic Pictorially Enriched Ontology
model [8]. Visual data is included in the ontology as visual instances applied to
the concrete concepts of the schema; each visual instance includes object identifier,
time label, content descriptors and link to the raw data (the images or clips in the
repository). Both concepts and concept instances are defined using the standard Web
Ontology Language (OWL) so that the ontology can be easily reused and shared.

Concrete concepts can be characterized by little or large changes in visual
appearance. Therefore, we have defined two different methods to deal with their
representation and automatic annotation; i) visual instances of concepts that have
little changes in appearance (e.g. playground, text captions, jersey numbers, etc.) are
instantiated by external classifiers, while ii) visual instances of concepts with large
changes are classified using descriptor matching with visual prototypes of the ontol-
ogy (defined by visual instance clustering and prototype selection). For this reason,
all the concrete concepts are assigned to one of this two classes during the creation of
the ontology schema. Figure 1 illustrates a partial schema of our ontology, showing
the two kind of concrete concepts in different colors. The automatic annotation of
a video shot—obtained segmenting soccer videos with the LTD (Linear Transition
Detection) algorithm [19]—is performed following the ontology schema; in this way,
the shot is initially classified as break or play and then only the related concepts are
searched to obtain a richer annotation.

In the following subsections, we describe in details the ontology-based classifi-
cation methods for all the different kind of concepts, and the proposed reasoning
approach used to disambiguate the results of the classification or to derive new
semantic annotations.

3.1 Annotation using ontologies

As previously introduced, visual instances of concepts that have little changes in
shape, appearance or motion patterns are instantiated by external classifiers. These
classifiers are related to concrete concepts such as playground elements, text captions
and jersey numbers. Instances of these concepts are included in the ontology, so as
to support reasoning over instance values or to be used as indexes to access the raw
data in the repository.

Instead, concepts with large changes—like player’s-face, advertising-billboard
and play action—are described by one or more reference visual instances. These
instances, called visual prototypes, are created initially (during the creation of the
ontology) using a training set of already annotated data, performing unsupervised
Fuzzy-C means clustering on their visual descriptors. As a consequence, several
clusters in general exist for each concept, and each cluster roughly corresponds to one
modality in which that concept can manifest itself in the reality. The visual instance
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Table 1 Main concepts of the ontology for soccer game domain

Concept Description

Video The video of a soccer match
Shot A video sequence filmed continuously by a camera
Clip A video sequence (may comprise several shots)
Superimposed text Superimposed text that provides information such as players’

names or match score
Stadium Sport arena with tiers of seats for the spectators

Spectators-seats Stadium benches and seats
Advertising-billboard Board with advertising media positioned next to the playground
Goal-post The structure consisting of two posts, crossbar

and net into which all goals are scored
Playground The area where the soccer match is played

Goal-post-area The area of the playground near the goal post
Playground-line Line that delimits parts of the playground

Midfield-line The line that divides the field in half along its width
Face A human face

Player’s-face The face of a player that has been identified
Unknown-face The face of a player that has not been identified

Player The athlete participating to the match
Jersey Distinctive shirt worn by the players

Jersey-number Distinctive number assigned to each player
Play action Event/action that is part of the match, usually filmed by the

main camera
Kickoff Action at the start/restart of the game
Forward-launch Quick action including a pass of a team towards the field

of the opponent team
Attack Continuous action including a pass of a team towards the field

of the opponent team
Shot-on-goal Action in which a player kicks the ball to the opponent’s goal

post to score a goal
Scored-goal Action in which a goal is scored

Placed-kick Free kick in any part of the field
Placed-kick-near-goal-post Action played near the goal post, including penalty,

corner and free kick
Foul Action that violates the rules for which a referee assesses a

placed-kick
Throw-in Action where a player throws the ball with two hands, after

that the opposite team threw the ball across a sideline
Unknown-play Non-classified play action

Break-action Event/action that is not part of the match, usually filmed
by side cameras

Crowd Group of spectators
Players-medium-view View of a player, framed from a side camera near the playground
Players-group Group of players
Player-close-up Player close-up view
Unknown-break Non-classified break action

The indentation indicates that a concept is a specialization of another concept

at the center of a cluster is taken as the visual prototype of that cluster (prototype
selection). Automatic annotation of a new shot is performed through comparison
between its visual descriptors and visual prototypes. The matching of this shot with a
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Fig. 1 Partial schema of our soccer video ontology: concrete concepts are depicted using continuous
box while abstract concepts are depicted using dashed box; concepts with large changes in appear-
ance are shown in gray while concepts with little changes are shown in white

visual prototype determines the instantiation of a new visual instance of the concept
related to this visual prototype. A special concept, the unknown-entity, is created to
include all the instances not yet assigned to any concepts. In consideration of the
large variety of modes in which entities or events may appear, any new entity/event
that is presented to the ontology for annotation can be regarded as new knowledge
that is added to the ontology. According to this, every time a new visual instance
is associated to a concept, cluster updating is performed over all the clusters of
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Fig. 2 Schematization of the proposed ontology model
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that concept and the unknown-entity (dynamic cluster updating). This mechanism
permits to represent more effectively the variety of appearances and motion patterns
of the entities and provides a form of temporal evolution for the knowledge in the
ontology. In fact, during cluster updating previously unknown labeled entities can
be assigned to some cluster, or new clusters are created as a result of the new
instance. The schematization of the ontology model is reported in Fig. 2, showing
visual instances of both concrete concept classes and mechanisms for visual instance
clustering, prototype selection and dynamic cluster updating.

Figure 3a shows an example of cluster updating of face tracks. As a new face
sequence is presented, it is associated with the nearest visual prototype and clusters
are updated accordingly. In this case, the effect of the re-clustering procedure is that
a previous unknown face track is now correctly annotated (see Cluster 1). Instead,
Fig. 3b shows an example of cluster splitting for highlight shots. As a consequence of
the new shot, Cluster 2 is split in two different clusters described by their new visual
prototypes.

Fig. 3 Two examples of instance clustering and cluster updating, respectively applied to a face image
sequences, obtained from face detection and tracking, and b highlight shots, obtained from video
segmentation. As a new face/highlight sequence is presented, it is associated with the nearest instance
in the clusters (SIFT matching and highlight descriptor matching are used respectively for faces and
highlights, as explained in Section 4) and clusters are updated accordingly. Cluster splitting is shown
for highlight clusters as an effect of cluster updating
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Fig. 3 (continued)

3.2 Annotation using reasoning

For some events, it is illusory to expect that visual descriptors in one shot are
sufficient for a correct identification of the event. In many cases, instead, they can
be asserted only after that the contents of the preceding and/or following shots
have been analysed and classified properly. For example we will observe, in the
experimental section, that shots that contain a part of a placed kick action can be
classified as unknown action. But the classification of these shots as placed kicks
can be inferred exploiting the fact that placed kick shots are often preceded by
player-close-up and medium view shots (respectively focusing on the player at the
ball and the other players), provided that these are correctly classified. Another
example is given by the discovery of advertising billboards. Their detection is usually
complicated by the fact that billboards appear with strong perspective distortion,
occlusion and, most critical, at long distance from the camera. Reasoning about their
proximity of the playground can help their recognition.
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We can therefore define patterns of events and exploit spatial/temporal reasoning
to improve shot classification. Since our ontology is defined in OWL, these patterns
are formally expressed in SWRL rules. SWRL allows to use built-in mathematical,
logical, string comparison and temporal operators; these permit an easy definition of
rules that may include assertions about the presence of some concept, constraints
on the values of the attributes of the concept instances, or their spatial/temporal
occurrence.

4 Classifiers and visual descriptor matching

External classifiers and the descriptor matching procedure are applied to raw data
to create instances of the concepts of the ontology lexicon, respectively for enti-
ties/events with little and large changes. In the following we discuss in details the
mechanism used to distinguish between break/play actions; then visual descriptor
matching for faces and advertising billboards is presented. Finally we describe
the implementation of classifiers for text captions and jersey numbers, playground
region, lines and zones.

4.1 Break and play action

Distinguishing between break and play action is essential for understanding much of
the semantics of a soccer video. Break shots may include, among the others, player-
close-up and crowd scenes. Play shots typically include play scenes with highlights.
We represent the spatio-temporal pattern of the action in each shot as a vector V
obtained as the composition of n vector U , as many as the feature descriptors used to
describe the action (e.g. MPEG-7 color layout, edge histogram, camera motion, etc.).
Each vector U is defined as the concatenation of the f j feature vector ( j = 1, . . . , m,
where m is the shot length) that has been extracted from the jth frame of the shot.
According to this definition, the length of the descriptor U and V may be different in
different clips, depending on the duration of the shots [8].

Break and play action shots are distinguished considering the U components with
the MPEG-7 color layout and edge histogram descriptors, and the face descriptors.
In fact, break shots (crowd, players-group, players-medium-view, player-close-up) are
characterized by small playground regions and large regions with strong edges.

The color layout descriptor includes the low-frequency DCT coefficients DY,
DCr and DCb of the 8 × 8 blocks of each frame, in the YCrCb color space. The
following weighted distance measure is used for matching [23]:

D =
√∑

i

wyi
(
DYi − DY ′

i

)2 +
√∑

i

wbi
(
DCbi − DCb ′

i

)2 +

+
√∑

i

wri
(
DCri − DCr′

i

)2

The edge histogram descriptor provides the spatial distribution of five types of edges
(four directional and one non-directional) obtained from the computation of edge
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histograms for 4 × 4 blocks of each frame and quantization of bin values to 3 bits.
The L1 norm is used as distance measure for matching edge histogram descriptors.
The face descriptor reports the number of faces detected in the frame and their size.

For play actions the U component includes the main camera motion direction,
intensity and acceleration (that approximately model the motion of the ball), the
playground zone, and the number of players in the upper and lower part of the
playground. The visual features are obtained from MPEG-2 motion vectors and
uncompressed video, represented with quantized values (eight values for direction,
three for speed, three for players, two for acceleration, twelve for playground zone),
and smoothed to eliminate possible outliers. Play actions are distinguished in kick-
off, placed-kick, foul, forward-launch, attack-action, throw-in and shot-on goal.

To perform matching of the shot descriptors Vs with the Vp descriptors of the
visual prototypes, we use a distance function that is a modification of the string edit
distance, defined as the sum of all the normalized Needleman-Wunch (NW) distances
between the distinct U components:

d
(
Vs, Vp

) =
∑

U NW
(
UVs , UVp

)
min

(
length (Vs) , length

(
Vp

))
This allows to account for the fact that video shots have different length and might

include video editing operations such as frame trimming, insertion, and filtering. The
algorithm is O(mn) in time and O(min(m, n)) in space, where m and n are the lengths
of the two strings being compared.

4.2 Face detection and recognition

Face detection is applied to close-up shots. To detect faces reliably we use the Viola
& Jones detector, with the Adaboost classifier trained with frontal and quasi-frontal
faces. We also apply face verification by computing the color autocorrelogram in the
bounding box of the hypothesized face [9].

The color autocorrelogram of a face F is calculated as:

α(k)
c (F) = Prp1,p2∈Ic

[|p1 − p2| = k
]

where k = 35 is the distance between two pixels p1 and p2 and c is one of 64
uniformly quantized colors in the RGB color space. A K-Nearest Neighbor classifier
is used to separate good and false detections. Since classification may be unreliable in
high-dimensional spaces, we project the correlogram vectors onto a linear subspace
obtained from principal component analysis and retain the six principal components.
As a face is detected, we compute three 128-length SIFT descriptors centered on
the two eyes (a 20 × 20 pixel region, for face width normalized to 80 pixels), and the
midpoint between eyes (a 15 × 30 pixel region). These regions provide in fact the
most robust SIFT features.

To have a more robust matching of the player face, we use face sequences instead
of single face images [7]. Once a face is detected in a frame, it is tracked so as to
collect a sequence of face images of the same individual, with different expressions
and poses. For tracking, we use particle–filtering applied to face color correlograms
with a first-order dynamic model for the tracker state (i.e. we suppose a constant
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image velocity) [4]. In the ontology, there is one face cluster per player. Face
sequences where the players’ name is extracted from the text captions or jersey
numbers are immediately associated with the appropriate cluster. In the other cases,
the association is performed by SIFT matching between the faces in the sequence
and the faces in the player face clusters and in the unknown cluster. If U is the face
track of the observed player, and L is a face cluster in the ontology, matching is
performed according to the minimum distance between the two sets as: d(U, L) =
mini, j‖Ui − L j‖, where Ui and L j are two 384-length vectors and d(U, L) is the L1

norm. If both faces in a player face cluster and the unknown cluster are matched,
the face sequence matched in the unknown cluster is re-assigned to the player face
cluster. An example of face clustering and updating is shown in Fig. 3a.

4.3 Advertising trademark billboard

Trademark billboards are observed in crowd and play action scenes. Differently from
faces, trademarks in advertising billboards have not a fixed definite structure. To
obtain a matching that is robust to partial occlusions, perspective distortions and
scaling, we use keypoints (Difference-of-Gaussians local extrema) as interest points
and SIFT descriptors. Detection of trademarks is done by comparing the bag of SIFT
feature points of each reference trademark Tj in the ontology with the bag of SIFT
descriptors in the Vi video frame [3].

If Tj is represented as a bag of the n j SIFT feature points: T j = {(xt
k, yt

k, st
k,

dt
k, Ot

k)}, for k ∈ {1, . . . , n j}, where xt
k, yt

k, st
k, and dt

k are, respectively, the x- and
y-position, the scale, and the dominant direction of the kth feature point, and Ot

k
is its 128-dimensional local orientation histogram, and each frame Vi of the video
shot is similarly represented as a bag of the mi SIFT feature points detected in that
frame, then matching is performed by searching, for each point in T j its two nearest
neighbors in the Vi set:

N1
(
Tk

j , Vi
) = minq ||Ov

q − Ot
k||

N2
(
Tk

j , Vi
) = minq �=N1(Tk

j ,Vi)
||Ov

q − Ot
k||

For every point in the frame, we compute a match score defined as:

M
(
Tk

j , Vi
) = N1

(
Tk

j , Vi
)

N2
(
Tk

j , Vi
) ,

and discard the matches whose ratio M(Tk
j , Vi) is greater than a threshold equal

to 0.8. The final decision on whether frame Vi contains trademark T j is made by
thresholding the normalized match score: |M j

i |/|T j| > τ .
The exact localization of the trademark is made with a robust estimation of the

point cloud, by iteratively solving for the centroid coordinates (μx, μy) :

n∑
i=1

ψ(xi; μx) = 0,

n∑
i=1

ψ(yi; μy) = 0
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where the influence function ψ used is the Tukey biweight and the scale parameter
c is estimated using the median absolute deviation from the median. Figure 4 shows
an example of trademark billboard matching and localization in a video frame.

4.4 Text captions and jersey numbers

Text captions and jersey numbers are detected in close-up shots. They are useful
as they permit to obtain information about the player’s name, automatically. We
implemented two detectors for text captions and jersey number [9].

To detect text captions, accounting for their very small font size, we use image
corners as local salient points. For each corner, we analyze the surrounding area
in order to filter out the outliers caused by background objects. Unsupervised
clustering is applied to the corners, to identify the bounding box of the cluster.
Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) are hence computed to obtain a more
precise identification of the regions that contain text captions. We implemented an
improved version of the union find algorithm [36] to find the connected pixels of the
image during the computation of MSERs. Pixels at the intersection of the corner
neighborhood with the MSERs are subjected to further processing that includes
performing K-fill filtering (to eliminate salt and pepper noise) and color uniformity
checking (to eliminate small blobs). OCR is hence applied. The text string obtained
from OCR is matched with the names of the players registered in the ontology by
approximate string matching.

Official rules of FIFA soccer organization state that jerseys must be decorated
with numbers from 1 to 22 on their front, and that their size is within a fixed range.
To recognize jersey numbers, we used twenty two Viola & Jones detectors, each one
trained for one single number. We found this approach by far more reliable than
having classifiers for digits from 0 to 9, because two-digit numbers are not always

Fig. 4 Advertising trademark matching and localization: original trademark and a video frame with
advertising billboards and SIFT point matches into evidence. Light colored points correspond to
correct SIFT matching while dark points are wrong SIFT matches discarded. The area where the
trademark has been localized has been included into a bounding rectangle
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well separated, and missed detections are therefore highly probable. Each classifier
was trained with 50 manually cropped positive and 100 negative examples, randomly
selected from images.

4.5 Playground elements

Playground elements are searched in play action shots. We implemented distinct
classifiers for the basic playground elements, namely playground region, playground
lines and playground zones [2].

In a frame, the playground region is detected from color histogram intersection
and color information. The region shape is refined with K-fill, flood fill, erosion and
dilation, and approximated with a polygonal shape. Template matching is used to
classify the playground region into one out of six different shapes corresponding to
the most common views framed by the main camera (e.g. the corner views and the
central playground views). A special class is used to collect all the unrelevant region
shapes.

The playground lines are detected in the playground region, by exploiting edge
and color information. Stick growing and merging of close and collinear lines is used
to improve the quality of classification. For the midfield line, since it is observed
from the main camera, we distinguish three different positions, depending on its
detection in the left, central or right part of the frame. For the other playground lines,
we distinguish between four different orientations: [0◦ − 10◦) ∪ [170◦ − 180◦), [10◦ −
60◦), [60◦ − 120◦), [120◦ − 170◦).

Playground is partitioned in twelve slightly overlapping zones, defined in a way
that moving from one zone to the adjacent one indicates a new phase in the play.
Each zone is recognized using a dedicated Naïve Bayes classifier, with the playground
shape and the orientation of the playground lines as inputs. Since the classifiers
have identical structure, large differences in their outputs are likely to be significant.
According to this, the classifier with the highest output probability indicates which
playground zone is framed.

5 Classification by spatial/temporal reasoning

Spatial/temporal reasoning expressed by SWRL rules is used to refine classification
or to derive richer semantic annotation. In particular we used temporal reasoning in
play actions. In fact, shots that contain play actions are often classified as unknown
entities (as we report in the experimental results, Section 6). Moreover we observe
that typically these play actions are preceded or followed by break actions; e.g.
placed-kick shots are often preceded by player-close-up and player-medium-view
shots that show the player at the ball and other players. Therefore, we have
defined a few sample patterns for these events so as to verify the improvement in
their classification rate, re-classifying the unknown entities. The definitions of such
patterns are as follows:

– given a shot classified as unknown action, this is re-classified as shot-on-goal IF
two player-close-up shots AND a view to the goal post occur after the shot, with a
few seconds of goal post view, within a time interval between 10 and 20 seconds.
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– given a shot classified as unknown action, this is re-classified as placed-kick IF
camera motion is zero for a short time interval at the beginning of the shot, AND
the shot is preceded by two player-close-up OR one players-medium-view shots at
least, for a total duration of about 50 seconds.

– given a shot classified as unknown action, this is re-classified as foul IF camera
motion is zero for a short time interval at the end of the shot, AND the shot is
followed by two player-close-up OR one players-medium-view shots at least, for a
total duration of about 50 seconds.

Patterns can be also used to derive semantic annotations for parts of video clips
from the direct observation of the type and duration of basic concepts. The pattern
of a scored-goal can be defined as follows:

– IF a shot-on-goal is followed by crowd AND at least two player-close-up, AND
all this is followed by a score-change event AND the time interval from shot-on-
goal to score-change is between 40 and 80 seconds THEN a scored-goal event is
asserted for the interval from the shot-on-goal to score-change (included ).

Figure 5 shows an example of a scored-goal subsequence within a longer sequence.
The SWRL rule for the scored-goal pattern is given in Rule 1.

Reasoning can also be performed considering the co-occurrence of concepts or
instance values, or spatial constraints between entities. In particular reasoning on
co-occurrence of instance values was used to annotate player faces with player
names. Due to the fact that players are framed in different orientations, illumination
conditions and with different face expressions, even face images of the same player
can be very different from each other. Therefore, the unknown face cluster is usually
densely populated with many face sequences.

We used instead spatial reasoning to improve the discovery of advertising bill-
boards in soccer video and annotate the video with the time interval in which a
trademark is displayed. Discovering of billboard trademarks in soccer video by SIFT
matching is complicated by the fact that billboards, as said before, appear with strong
perspective distortions, occlusion and, most critical, at long distance from the camera.
According to this, setting the appropriate threshold for the normalized match score is

Fig. 5 Example of scored-goal sequence extracted using the scored-goal pattern
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Rule 1 Scored-goal pattern in SWRL

Shot_on_Goal(?g) ˆ instance of shot-on-goal
has_Valid_Period(?g, ?Vpg) ˆ time interval of the shot-on-goal
temporal:hasStartTime start time of the shot-on-goal
(?Vpg, ?Stg) ˆ

Crowd(?c) ˆ instance of crowd
has_Valid_Period(?c, ?Vpc) ˆ time interval of crowd
Player_Close_up(?p1) ˆ instance of player-close-up p1
Player_Close_up(?p2) ˆ instance of player-close-up p2
differentFrom(?p1, ?p2) ˆ the two player-close-ups have to be different
has_Valid_Period(?p1, ?Vpp1) ˆ time interval of player-close-up p1
has_Valid_Period(?p2, ?Vpp2) ˆ time interval of player-close-up p2
Score_Change_Event(?s) ˆ instance of score-change event
has_Valid_Period(?s, ?Vps) ˆ time interval of score-change event
temporal:hasFinishTime finish time of the score-change event
(?Vps, ?Fts) ˆ

temporal:before(?Vpg, ?Vpc) ˆ time interval of shot-on-goal has to be
before the time interval of crowd

temporal:before(?Vpg, ?Vpp1) ˆ time interval of shot-on-goal has to be
before the time interval of player-close-up p1

temporal:before(?Vpg, ?Vpp2) ˆ time interval of shot-on-goal has to be
before the time interval of player-close-up p2

temporal:after(?Vps, ?Vpc) ˆ time interval of score-change event has
to be after the time interval of crowd

temporal:after(?Vps, ?Vpp1) ˆ time interval of shot-on-goal has to be
after the time interval of player-close-up p1

temporal:after(?Vps, ?Vpp2) ˆ time interval of shot-on-goal has to be
after the time interval of player-close-up p2

temporal:duration(?diff, ?Stg, duration between start time of shot-on-goal
?Fts, temporal:Seconds) ˆ and finish time of score-change event

swrlb:greaterThan(?diff, 40) ˆ the duration has to be greater than 40
seconds

swrlb:lessThan(?diff, 80) ˆ the duration has to be less than 80 seconds
swrlx:createOWLThing(?x, ?g) creation of an instance x
-> then
Scored_Goal(?x) ˆ the instance x is scored-goal
temporal:hasStartTime start time of the scored-goal
(?x,?Stg) ˆ

is the start time of shot-on-goal
temporal:hasFinishTime finish time of the scored-goal
(?x,?Fts)

is the finish time of score-change event

challenging. Higher values of threshold provide higher precision (more SIFT points
are requested to match, between the observed frame and the ontology prototypes)
but lower recall (many misses are probable, because of the hard conditions in which
billboards are observed). On the other hand, with lower thresholds recall is improved
at the expense of precision (many falses can be observed if few SIFT points are
requested to match). Reasoning about the proximity of the playground was used to
keep thresholding sufficiently high, and have at the same time both misses and falses
at reasonable rates.
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6 Experimental results

We verified the performance of the annotation framework over a large test base
of soccer video. In particular, we analysed 75 hours of video (50 national and
international matches played in years 2001, 2005 and 2006 by a few top Italian
and European teams, so as to reduce the variability of the patterns displayed). We
extracted the following clips for play actions: 210 shot-on-goal (70 per year approx),
240 placed-kick (80 per year approx), 60 foul; and the following clips for break
actions: 120 close-up, 40 players-group, 70 crowd, 50 player medium-view. Video
data was acquired from DV tapes and DVDs, encoded in MPEG-2, at full PAL
resolution (720 × 576) and frame rate (25 fps). Depending on their content, clips
were of variable length, ranging from a maximum of 2′15′′ to a minimum of 3′′, and
might include several shots. We discuss experiments and results in the following
paragraphs. The computational cost in terms of processing time per frame (using
an Intel Core 2 Duo, 2.2 GHz), yields an average of about 0.1 s/frame, mostly due to
the extraction of MPEG-7 and playground elements; the cost of ontology reasoning
is almost negligible.

6.1 Video annotation using visual prototypes

In the following we discuss results of semantic annotation of concepts with large
changes in motion patterns, using visual prototypes. Measures have been taken with
the ontology trained according a 4-fold cross-validation. In this way, the original
dataset is partitioned in a training set of about 600 clips and a test set of about 200
clips.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed framework, we use the common pre-
cision and recall measures. In particular, because of our definition of the unknown-
entity concept, unknown have been considered as misses when computing the recall
figure.

6.1.1 Break action annotation

Results for the annotation of break events are reported in Table 2 for the break
action clips of the test set.

The unknown column reports the percentage of shots classified as unknown-
entity for break actions. Typically the number of instances in this class decreases
as new instances are presented to the ontology and associated with some of the
break-action concepts. We observe that players-group and players-medium-view
have worse figures than player-close-up and crowd. Crowd and player-close-up are
easily distinguished from each other, because of the edge histogram descriptor. The
low value of recall of medium-view is mostly due to the fact that the shots used
have a very small number of frontal faces, most of them of small size, so that a

Table 2 Performance figures
of annotation for break actions

Break action Precision Recall False Miss Unknown

Crowd 0.88 0.81 0.12 0.19 0
Players-group 0.69 0.68 0.31 0.23 0.10
Players-medium-view 0.73 0.60 0.27 0.26 0.14
Player-close-up 0.87 0.75 0.13 0.25 0
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Table 3 Performance figures
of annotation for play actions

Play action Precision Recall False Miss Unknown

Shot-on-goal 0.75 0.70 0.25 0.09 0.21
Placed-kick 0.85 0.46 0.15 0.20 0.34
Foul 0.87 0.22 0.13 0.10 0.68

high number of face missed detections is measured. Players-group have the smallest
precision because in many clips they have similar descriptors (edge histogram and
face descriptors) to crowd clips with the faces of supporters into evidence.

6.1.2 Play action annotation

Results for annotation of play actions are reported in Table 3 for the play action clips
of the test set.

The low recall figure of placed-kick is in direct relation with the changes in the
way in which this highlight is filmed from 2001 to 2006. In fact, placed-kick clips have
changed their temporal evolution (and therefore their descriptors) due to the fact
that the initial preparation of the placed-kick has been replaced in the years by other
break sequences. This also impacts false detection of shot-on-goal that become, in
some cases, quite similar to the recent appearance of placed-kick clips. The large
changes in the descriptor patterns of both shot-on-goal and placed-kick highlights
also determine that the unknown entity cluster is densely populated. Fouls have very
high values for the unknown figure because of the extremely large number of patterns
in which they may appear. We will show in the following section how reasoning on
unknown entity instances can be used to improve the classification.

6.2 Video annotation by spatial/temporal reasoning over concepts
and concept instances

The use of the ontology-based framework, as described in Section 3, allows to exploit
spatial/temporal reasoning to improve shot classification of concepts and derive
new semantic annotations. Experimental results are discussed in the following. The
SWRL language and Jess reasoning engine were used to define rules and to perform
spatial/temporal reasoning, respectively.

6.2.1 Temporal reasoning

Results for the annotation of shot-on-goal, placed-kick and foul with the application
of reasoning (VP + SWRL) in our test are reported in Table 4. We can observed

Table 4 Performance figures
of annotation for play action,
with visual prototypes and
reasoning (VP + SWRL), and
reasoning only (SWRL)

Play action Precision Recall False Miss Unknown

Shot-on-goal (VP) 0.75 0.70 0.25 0.09 0.21
Shot-on-goal 0.78 0.76 0.22 0.11 0.13

(VP + SWRL)
Placed-kick (VP) 0.85 0.46 0.15 0.20 0.34
Placed-kick 0.90 0.70 0.10 0.21 0.09

(VP + SWRL)
Foul (VP) 0.87 0.22 0.13 0.10 0.68
Foul (VP + SWRL) 0.90 0.66 0.10 0.10 0.24
Scored goal (SWRL) 0.84 0.66 0.10 0.37 –
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Table 5 Performance figures
of annotation for play action,
with visual prototypes and
reasoning (VP + SWRL) and
SVM classifiers (SVM)

Play action Precision Recall False Miss Unknown

Shot-on-goal 0.78 0.76 0.22 0.11 0.13
(VP + SWRL)

Shot-on-goal (SVM) 0.73 0.84 0.27 0.16 –
Placed-kick 0.90 0.70 0.10 0.21 0.09

(VP + SWRL)
Placed-kick (SVM) 0.81 0.75 0.19 0.25 –
Foul (VP + SWRL) 0.90 0.66 0.10 0.10 0.24
Foul (SVM) 0.51 0.38 0.49 0.62 –

that the main improvement of the reasoning process is shown in terms recall figure
especially of placed-kick and fouls highlights in which the unknown entities is densely
populated. Less strict rules can of course improve the rates of precision, unknown
and miss. Performance in the detection of the scored-goal event is also reported in
the same table.

In Table 5 we compare the performance obtained through the use of visual
prototypes and SWRL rules to the traditionally employed SVM classification, for
each play actions considered. In order to have a fair comparison, SVM classifiers
(with RBF kernel) have been trained over the same training set of the proposed
framework. Video clips have been represented with the same vector descriptors used
in the ontology, with a fixed number of samples (5) per clip so as to have feature
vectors of the same length. The improvement of the performance of our ontology
framework is essentially due to the fact that, differently from SVM, SWRL rules
permit to include some contextual information that allows to disambiguate situations
(classified as unknown-entity) that can not be classified using only the value of visual
features.

6.2.2 Spatial reasoning

Spatial reasoning is exploited to refine the annotation of the face and trademark
billboard entities. In order to check the capability of reclassification of unknown face
sequences, we considered 38 annotated face sequences of five distinct players (each
player has between four to ten sequences) and 40 non annotated face sequences
(twelve with jersey numbers and six with superimposed text captions). The test
was therefore performed over the 78 face sequences, according to a leave-one-out
scheme. Table 6 reports the performance observed with SIFT matching (VP) and
with reasoning on jersey numbers and superimposed captions information (VP +
SWRL).

The improvement of advertising billboards annotation by spatial reasoning was
tested with videos of two soccer games (180′). In particular we use four trademarks

Table 6 Performance figures
of annotation for face, with
SIFT matching to visual
prototypes (VP) and reasoning
(VP + SWRL)

Face Precision Recall False Miss

Face only (VP) 0.70 0.46 0.30 0.54
Face + jersey number 0.75 0.64 0.25 0.36

(VP + SWRL)
Face + caption (VP + SWRL) 0.76 0.61 0.24 0.39
Face + jersey + caption 0.79 0.79 0.21 0.21

(VP + SWRL)
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Table 7 Performance figures
of trademark billboards, with
SIFT matching to visual
prototypes (VP) and reasoning
(VP + SWRL)

Trademark billboard Precision Recall False Miss
(threshold τ )

0.07 (VP) 0.22 0.78 0.78 0.22
0.10 (VP) 0.68 0.56 0.32 0.44
0.13 (VP) 0.82 0.34 0.18 0.66
0.13 (VP + SWRL) 0.82 0.52 0.18 0.48

where each of them was represented using three visual prototypes. Table 7 shows
the average performance observed with SIFT matching at different threshold values
(VP) and when applying spatial reasoning with the highest threshold (VP + SWRL).
It can be noticed that a good improvement of recall, still keeping the same precision,
is obtained with reasoning.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a complete framework for semantic annotation of
soccer video clips based on Dynamic Pictorially Enriched Ontologies, where visual
instances are included in the ontology as visual prototypes of clusters of similar
visual or motion patterns. In this way, we can represent effectively concepts that
present large changes in their appearance or motion pattern within one shot, and
can update their representation whenever new observations are presented to the
ontology for annotation, thus providing some form of evolution of the ontology
knowledge. Since the ontology has been defined in OWL, SWRL has been used to
reason over both concepts and concept instance values to improve the performance
of automatic semantic annotation. The experimental results in the soccer video
domain have shown evidence of the capability of this ontology model and framework
to support effectively semantic annotation of entities or events with large changes in
their appearance or motion patterns. Future work will address automatic learning of
SWRL rules to improve the reasoning capabilities of the ontology.
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